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Abstract
The paper presents a general data and task scheduling technique for
parallel reconfigurable accelerators with one or more processing
modules and the capability for local and shared memory access. Multiple
tasks and their data are mapped by a two-level hardware/software codesign method onto the processing modules and the host, providing a
high degree of parallelism. The system performance is enhanced by
avoiding unnecessary data transfers. It is shown, how overall system
performance can be increased by appropriate data distribution.

1.

Introduction

Due to the increasing demands in computation power, it has shown, that there are
certain applications, which take too much time to compute on a standard von Neumann
Computer, despite of remarkable developments in system speed. Such algorithms can be
found e.g. in image or digital signal processing, multimedia applications and others.
CCMs try to boost the performance by adding an external accelerator to the host
computer. They are connected to the host via a coprocessor bus or an I/O bus. In the
following short discussion of CCMs, we follow the classification given in [HBK96]. A
subclass of CCMs uses field-programmable logic for the accelerator. Therefore, these
CCMs are called F-CCMs. Field-programmable logic provides the advantage of a
manifold of possible configurations of the accelerator, which is therefore not restricted to
execution of one dedicated application. In the following, only this class of accelerators is
considered. These F-CCMs will be classified in the following by the way the data
memory is attached and accessed.
Typically, four classes of memory accessing-methods can be distinguished (see figure 1):
a) Remote memory access: The accelerator uses the host memory, which is
accessed through the host CPU. This means, the accelerator resembles a kind
of coprocessor, like a floating-point processor. In contrast to coprocessors, the
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accelerator benefits from the field-programmable logic, making it more
flexible than a dedicated hardware. Examples for F-CCMs with remote
memory access are the PRISM and PRISM-II [Ath92] [AtSi93] [SWA93].
b) Shared memory access: The accelerator uses also the host memory, but has an
own channel to access it, concurrently to the host CPU. This gives the
accelerator the possibility to run independently and parallel to the CPU. An
example for this type is the general-purpose F-CCM ArMen [RLR93].
c) Local memory: Accelerators, which have local memory need not access the
host memory concurrently to the CPU during execution. We assume for this
classification, that there is also no possibility for the accelerator to access the
host memory directly. So, this constellation needs a transfer of the application
data by the host CPU to the local memory in the configuration phase. A
performance gain is visible, if the execution time on the accelerator is long
compared to the configuration time and the time to transfer the data.
Examples for this class are the commercial F-CCM EVC [CCA95] and
Enable++ [EVC94].
d) Local memory and shared memory access: Here, the Accelerator has both
local memory and access to the host memory. The local memory enables the
accelerator to calculate independently from the host, avoding concurrent
requests for the bus, which slow down the system. Additionally, necessary
accesses to the host memory for transfering application data are feasible
without charging the CPU with additional load. This approach requires a
more sophisticated hardware than the other ones. Also, to gain an increase of
performance, the data has to be distributed in an adequate way, so that
overheads due to data transfers between host and accelerator are minimized.
Examples for this type of memory communication are SPLASH [GHK90]
[GHK91], PeRLe-1 [BRV93] [BeTe94].
Our own approach follows the Xputer paradigm [AHR94] [HHS91] [Hirs91]. The
current prototype is called MoM-3 (Map oriented Machine 3) [BHK95] . The MoM-3
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uses multiple Xputer modules, which have local memories as well as access to the host
memory. It has been seen in the comparison above, that the shared and local memory
solution involves the potential to gain a remarkable increase of performance. Data, which
is accessed frequently, is copied to the local memory. Data, which is accessed only once
remains on the host. Therefore, it exists the necessity for an effective distribution of the
data onto the different memory resources at compile time, which is called data
scheduling. This paper will focus on the problems and appropriate solution strategies
relevant to these issues. In our current Application Development Environment, the twolevel hardware/software co-design framework Code-X (Co-Design for Xputers)
[HaBe97a], [HBH96a], [HBH96b] an input application is distributed into parts for both
the host and reconfigurable Xputer-based accelerators to achieve high performance. To
reduce data transfer overhead and to exploit more parallelism, data scheduling has to take
place, which is shown in the following. The paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 gives an overview about the target hardware and the reconfigurable Xputer
architecture. Section 3 gives a brief overview on the Code-X framework. A new developed
technique to schedule the data for improving the performance of the Code-X generated final
task allocation and scheduling is presented in section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded.

2.

The Xputer hardware

The new data-driven, non von Neumann paradigm of Xputers [AHR94] [HHS91]
[Hirs91] is based on reconfigurable logic supporting structural programming. An Xputer
provides an address generating device, to support structured data access for multidimensional arrays. This device is called data sequencer, in contrast to the instruction
sequencer of a von Neumann processor. Note, that a sequence of instructions, like in the
von Neumann paradigm, involves a tight coupling of the sequencer to the ALU, i.e. the
instruction set is dependent on the ALU capabilities. So, if the ALU is changed, e.g.
because the application demands additional capabilities, the instruction sequencer must
change as well. In contrast to this, the data sequencer of the Xputer paradigm generates a
stream of data, which is independent from the device which processes this data.
Therefore, the ALU can be changed easily or, like in our prototype, made reconfigurable,
so that the ALU capabilities can be adapted to the application.
An overview over the hardware structure of the MoM-3 is shown in figure 2. The
accelerator consists of several Xputer modules (up to seven), connected by a special bus,
the MoM-bus, which is connected to the host via an interface. Additionally to the
modules, a controller (M3C, MoM-3 controller), which is used to configure the single
Xputer modules. The modules run independently from each other and the host computer
until a task is finished. The completion of a task is signaled by an interrupt, so the host can
concurrently process other tasks in-between. A single Xputer module consists of three
major parts:
• A local data memory
• A reconfigurable ALU (rALU)
• A data sequencer, implemented by a generic address generator (GAG)
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The local data memory is organized two-dimensionally to support applications
working on two-dimensional arrays, but can also be interpreted to be higher dimensional
by an appropriate mapping [Schm94]. Each memory can be accessed locally by the data
sequencer of the same module, by the data sequencer of another module (via the MoMbus), or by the host (via the interface and the MoM-bus). A local access by the data
sequencer on the same module is fastest, as no bus-cycle is being used.
For the reconfigurable ALU (rALU), the Kress ALU Array (KrAA) [Kres96], formerly
known as the reconfigurable Datapath Array (rDPA) is used. The KrAA comprises an array
of reconfigurable processing elements called DPUs (data path units, see figure 2). The array
can be made arbitrarily big. The DPUs are connected by a global bus as well as local
connections between direct neighbours. The global bus is used to transfer data to the DPUs
from outside the KrAA, i.e. the data memory. The local connections at the array borders can
be connected together outside the array in different ways. So, torus, mesh or other structures
are possible. Each DPU can be programmed to implement an operator, a routing function or
both. The operators are 32 bits wide and include all operators of the programming language
C. Therefore, the KrAA is well suited to be programmed in a high-level language. The
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execution of the operators is transport-triggered, i.e. the operation starts as soon as all
operands are available. So, pipeline structures can be realized easily. The KrAA can be
reconfigured at run-time, also partially. The rALU contains also smart interface to the data
memory called scan window (SW). The scan window is a kind of cache, which holds a
rectangular part of the memory, which contains the data words needed by one step of the
calculation. All data in the scan window can be accessed in parallel by the KrAA. Also, the
scan window can be resized at run-time. An example configuration of the KrAA is shown in
figure 3, together with an example scan window. In the example, the scan window is a 3 by
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3 square. The KrAA configuration calculates a weighted sum of the nine values in the scan
window and writes back the center value. If this configuration is applied to an image, it
could be used to implement a FIR filter for image processing with adequate weights kii. It
can be seen in figure 3, that the configured structure consists of three pipelines, which join
together to calculate the result. The execution time in clock cycles for each operator on one
DPU is known. Therefore, it is easy to calculate the total execution time of a complex
structur, like the one in figure 3. The Datapath Synthesis System generates statistical data
including this value.
The task of the data sequencer is to feed a data stream into the rALU. This is done by the
GAG (generic address generator) [HBH96b], which generates an address sequence for the
data memory, so that the data words get to the rALU in the correct sequence. For many
applications, the access sequence for the data words follows regular patterns. The GAG
exploits this situation by providing a hardware capable of generating a wide variety of
access sequences, which can be described by only a few parameters. We call such an access
sequence a scan pattern. Internally, the calculation of the address sequence is done in a
pipeline consisting of two stages. This is shown in figure 4. In the first stage, the handle
position generator inside the GAG calculates a new position of the scan pattern in the twodimensional memory. This handle position is not used directly to fetch a data word from the
resulting location. Instead, the whole scan window is moved to the handle position, allowing
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access to a whole area of data needed by one step of the calculation. In the second stage, the
scan window generator generates the final address sequence for the data memory. Any
access sequence to the data words inside the scan window can be programmed. For each
data word, the access mode read, write, read / write or unused can be set.
So, an Xputer execution works as follows, considering the example in figure 4: First,
the scan window is moved to the next position according to the scan pattern. In the
example, the scan pattern is a simple sequence of linear movements, each 3 steps down
and 2 steps to the right. Then, the data words at positions (1,1), (-1,0) and (0,1), relative to
the scan window handle, are read and passed to the rALU in this sequence and the rALU
starts the calculation. After the rALU is finished, two data words are written back to
positions (0,0) and (0,1). Then, the scan window is moved again one step of the scan
pattern. This process repeats until the scan pattern is completed.
Note, that the scan pattern describes explicitly the sequence of accesses to the data
words, which can be realized by the GAG using few parameters. As the parameters include
the step widths and boundaries of a scan pattern, it is possible to calculate the number of
memory accesses of the pattern. With this information and the execution time of the
complex operator in the KrAA, the total execution time of an Xputer task can be estimated.
For more details on the current Xputer hardware prototype MoM-3 and its applications
please see [BHK95].

3.

The dual Co-Design framework CoDe-X

For current and future Xputer prototypes a partitioning and parallelizing compilation
framework CoDe-X is being implemented [HaBe97a], [HBH96a], [HBH96b]. CoDe-X is
driven by the hardware parameters of the target Xputer prototype, and is based on twolevel hardware/software co-design strategies and accepting X-C source programs
(figure 5). X-C (Xputer-C) is a C dialect. CoDe-X consists of a profiling-driven 1st level
partitioner, a GNU C compiler, and an X-C subset compiler. The X-C source input is
partitioned in a first level into a part for execution on the host (host tasks, also permitting
dynamic structures and operating system calls), and a part for execution on the Xputer
prototype (Xputer tasks). Parts for Xputer execution are expressed in an ANSI C subset,
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which lacks only dynamic structures [Schm94]. At second level this input is partitioned
by the resource-driven X-C subset compiler in a sequential part for the data sequencer, i.e.
the GAG, and a structural part for the rALU.
As X-C is an extension of C, experienced users may hand-hone their source code by
including directly data-procedural MoPL code (Map-oriented Programming Language
[ABHK94]) into the C description of an application. Also less experienced users may use
special MoPL library functions similar to C function calls to take full advantage of the high
acceleration factors possible by the Xputer paradigm (see figure 5). For more details about
this optional data-procedural language extension and its usage see [HaBe97a].
Generally four kinds of tasks can be determined:
• host tasks which contain dynamic structures
• Xputer tasks,
• directly included MoPL code segments, and
• MoPL library function calls.
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The host tasks have to be evaluated on the host, since they cannot be performed on the
Xputer-based accelerators (because e.g. they contain host operating system calls). The
Xputer tasks are the candidates for the performance analysis on the host and on the
Xputer [HaBe97b]. The included MoPL-code segments as well as the MoPL library
functions are used to get the highest performance out of the Xputer hardware. An
experienced user has developed a function library with all library functions together with
their performance values. These functions can be called directly in the input C-programs.
They are evaluated in any case on the Xputer.
An Xputer job is represented by a task graph, on which a data dependency analysis
based on the GCD-test (Greatest Common Divisor) [WoTs92] is carried out. Thus, tasks
which can be evaluated in parallel can be found.
The X-C subset compiler [Schm94] realizes the resource-driven second level of
partitioning and translates an X-C subset program (statical subset of ANSI C) into code
which can be executed on the Xputer. The compiler performs a data and control flow
analysis. First, the control flow of the program graph is partitioned according to the
algorithm of Tarjan [Tarj74] resulting in a partial execution order. This algorithm is
partitioning the program graph into subgraphs, which are called Strongly Connected
Components. These components correspond to connected statement sequences like fully
nested loops for example, which are possibly parallelizable. The Xputer hardware
resources are exploited in an optimized way by analyzing, if the structure of statement
sequences can be mapped well to the Xputer hardware avoiding reconfigurations or idle
hardware resources [Schm94]. Xputers provide best parallelism at statement or
expression level. So we try to vectorize the statement blocks in nested for-loops according
to the vectorization algorithm of J. R. Allen and K. Kennedy [Kenn80], after a data
dependency analysis has been performed [WoTs92].

4.

Data scheduling in the Code-X framework

After the principles of the Code-X frameworkhave been illustrated briefly, we will take
a closer look at its data distribution, called data scheduling. We will introduce a new
extension to Code-X, which distributes the tasks and data of the application onto single
Xputer modules and the host. As the host is handled the same way as the Xputer modules,
we will not distinguish the host from Xputer modules, except for the time to access data
memory. Our strategy avoids unnecessary copy operations between different data
memories. The Xputer architecture supports our approach, as the execution time of a
Xputer task can be estimated very well (see section 2).
As stated above, Code-X creates a task graph with a complete schedule for both host
tasks and Xputer tasks, which shows the data dependencies between the single tasks.
From this, parallely executable tasks can be derived.
As each Xputer module (and the host, of course) has its own memory, application data
transfers occur between different memories. Additionally, there are different kinds of
memory accesses, like shown in section 2, with different memory access times. Accesses
to the local memory of the same module are faster than inter-module memory accesses.
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To increase application performances, the memory transfers, i.e. copy operations
between different modules should be minimized. For our approach, a performance
analysis of the tasks is needed. We exploit the fact, that it is possible to calculate the
number of memory accesses of a scan pattern as well as the total execution time of a task,
like explained in section 2.
For illustration purposes, we assume a simplified schedule with discrete timesteps, like
shown in the left part of the example in figure 6. We assume further, that the schedule
Time
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contains only Xputer tasks, which can be executed on the host or the Xputer, but are
available as Xputer code.
We introduce the following values, which are used by our strategy: For a given task T and a
data block D, let scansteps(T,D) denote the number of steps of the scan pattern and
windowsteps(T,D) the number of read and write operations inside the scan window of this task
on the data block. Both values can be calculated and are generated as statistical data by the XC compiler and the Datapath Synthesis System, which is part of the Xputer compiler section
(cf. figure 5). Then we can express the total number of memory accesses accesses(T,D) as:

Now, let tmem be the time to access a data word in memory. Let tMoM-bus and thostbus be
the additional delay of the MoM-bus and the host bus respectively. We can write tlocal, the
time for a local memory access, tboard the time for an access to a different module and
thost, the time for an access from or to the host memory as:
tlocal = tmem
tboard = tmem + tMoM-bus
thost = tmem + tMoM-bus + thostbus
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The values tmem, tMoM-bus and thostbus are hardware-dependent. We will use the unified
term tremote for the time to access non-local memory. Depending, if the remote module is
the host or an Xputer module, tremote is either tboard of thost.
Together with the size of a data block D, which we denote by size(D), we can express
the time to copy D from one module to another as:

Let penalty(T,D) be the additional time needed by a task T, if it has to access data block
D remotely. Obviously, penalty(T,D) can be calculated by:
penalty ( T , D ) = ( t re mote – t local ) ⋅ accesses ( T , D )
For a set of datablocks DS = {D1,...,Dn}, the penalties sum up to the accumulated
penalty acpenalty(T,DS):
acpenalty ( T , DS ) =

∑

Di ∈ DS

penalty ( T , D i )

The table in figure 6 shows a possible mapping for the example task graph given. For
illustration purposes, we do not use numerical values for the penalty but only three
degrees, „low“, „medium“ and „high“. Only if the penalty is „low“, a remote data access
is bearable.
Using the above definitions, we will now describe our mapping-strategy.
The task graph from Code-X is processed timestep by timestep from the start to the
end. In the first step, all tasks, which can be executed in parallel, are assigned to different
Xputer modules. As Code-X performs a resource constraint scheduling, it is provided,
that at any time, there are not more tasks scheduled than modules are available.
For all other timesteps, only the tasks, which start in that step are considered one by
one. Let T0 be the current task. There are several possible cases:
a) There is no predecessor to T0. In this case, the task is assigned to a free module.
b) Task T0 has one predecessor Tp, which has itself no other successors besides
T0. Here, T0 is mapped onto the same module as Tp. Therefore, the application
data can stay in the same module and needs not to be copied. In the example
in figure 6, this applies to tasks 3, 5 and 4.
c) There are multiple predecessors to T0, which have no additional successors.
So, T0 obviously needs data from several sources. Such a situation applies to
task 6 in figure 6. In this case the penalty(T0,Di) is checked for every data
block Di needed by T0, to find out, which data is most important. The task is
then preferably mapped onto the module, which holds this data. Data blocks
Dj from other modules are copied to the module of T0, if penalty(T0,Dj) is
greater than copytime(Dj). Otherwise, the data is accessed remotely.
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d) Task T0 has one or more predecessors Tp1,...,Tpm, which have themselves
successors T1,...,Tn besides T0. Let DS be the set of all data blocks, which are
needed by the Ti ∈ {T0,T1,...,Tn}. For each Ti and each Tpj ∈ {Tp1,...,Tpm} the
accumulated penalty acpenalty(Ti,DSpj) is calculated, where DSpj ⊆ DS is the
set of data blocks Ti would have to access remotely, if it was not mapped onto
the module of Tpj. All penalties are sorted and the task Ti with the highest
value is mapped onto its prefered module. Then, the data blocks on this
module are removed from the set DS. The penalties are calculated again and
the process repeats, until all tasks are mapped.
After the mapping of the tasks, we can expect, that some data blocks are
missing for each task. Therefore, for each Task Ti ∈ {T0,T1,...,Tn} the set DMi
is determined, consisting of the data blocks needed by Ti, which are not
available locally. Like in case c), a data block D ∈ DMi is copied to the local
memory, if penalty(Ti,D) is greater then copytime(D).

5.

Conclusions

A new data and task scheduling technique for improving the performance of
reconfigurable Xputer-based accelerators has been presented. One or more Xputer
processing modules with local memory can be handled. Multiple tasks and their data are
mapped onto the processing resources, providing a high degree of parallelism. The
mapping avoids unnecessary data transfers between modules.
Therefore, overall system performance can be increased by using the introduced data
scheduling technique. The introduced MoM-3 hardware prototype allows the calculation
of exact performance data, which is used to control the hardware/software partitioning
process of the Code-X framework and the new scheduling method. CoDe-X allows the
simultaneous programming of both the accelerator and the host by a two-level
partitioning approach and a parallelizing compiler. The proposed scheduling technique is
an extension to Code-X to optimize the task distribution incl. their data transfers, and to
enhance the overall system performance.
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